
Chapter 6

Reflection and Transmission II

In the last chapter we showed how to define reflection and transmission matrices for
portions of a stratified medium bordered by uniform half spaces or a free surface.

We now demonstrate how the reflection and transmission properties of two or
more such regions can be combined to give the overall reflection and transmission
matrices for a composite region. These addition rules form the basis of efficient
recursive construction schemes for the reflection matrices. These recursive schemes
may be developed for stacks of uniform layers or for piecewise smooth structures
with gradient zones separated by discontinuities in the elastic parameters or their
gradients.

6.1 Reflection and transmission matrices for composite regions

When a stratified region consists of two or more types of structural elements,
we will often wish to calculate the reflection and transmission matrices for these
elements separately and then to combine these results to give the reflection
matrices for the entire region. We use a set of addition rules for the reflection
and transmission properties which can be derived from the chain rule for the
wave-propagator or from the use of displacement matrices.

6.1.1 Superimposed stratification

We consider, as before, the region(zA, zC) bounded by uniform half spaces with
continuity of elastic parameters atzA and zC. This region is then divided by
splitting the stratification at a levelzB betweenzA and zC. We envisage the
introduction of an infinitesimal uniform region atzB, as in the derivation of the
chain rule (5.38) for the wave-propagator

Q(zA, zC) = Q(zA, zB)Q(zB, zC). (6.1)

SincezA ≤ zB ≤ zC we can adopt the representation (5.45) for each of the
wave-propagators in (6.1). The left hand side of (6.1) consists of partitions of
Q(zA, zC) represented in terms of the overall matricesRACD , TACD etc, and these
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are to be equated to partitioned matrices involving products ofRABU , RBCD and the
other reflection matrices for the upper region ‘AB’ and the lower region ‘BC’. Thus

(TACD )−1 = (TABD )−1[I − RABU RBCD ](TBCD )−1,

RACD (TACD )−1 = TABU RBCD (TBCD )−1 + RABD (TABD )−1[I − RABU RBCD ](TBCD )−1,

(TACD )−1RACU = (TABD )−1RABU TBCU + (TABD )−1[I − RABU RBCD ](TBCD )−1RBCU .

(6.2)

There is a rather more involved expression for the remaining partition ofQ(zA, zC).
With the aid of the expression for(TACD )−1 we can recover the overall reflection

and transmission matrices. The downward matrices are

TACD = TBCD [I − RABU RBCD ]−1TABD ,

RACD = RABD + TABU RBCD [I − RABU RBCD ]−1TABD ;
(6.3)

and the upward matrices have a similar structure

TACU = TABU [I − RBCD RABU ]−1TBCU ,

RACU = RBCU + TBCD RABU [I − RBCD RABU ]−1TBCU .
(6.4)

These addition rules for reflection and transmission matrices enable us to build up
the response of a stratified medium a segment at a time (see Section 6.2).

6.1.2 Generalisation of addition rules

In Section 5.2 we have shown the interrelation of reflection and transmission
matrices and the fundamental stress-displacement matrixBVC whose columns
correspond to up and downgoing waves at the levelzC. We now exploit this relation
to extend the addition rules to general reflection matrices.

At the levelzA we may constructBVC(zA) as

BVC(zA) = P(zA, zC)D(zC),

= P(zA, zB)P(zB, zC)D(zC), (6.5)

using the propagator chain rule (2.89). We may now rewrite (6.5) in terms of the
wave-propagator betweenzB andzC, using (5.47), as

BVC(zA) = P(zA, zB)D(zB)Q(zB, zC),

= BVB(zA)Q(zB, zC), (6.6)

where we recognise the fundamental matrixBVB corresponding to up and
downgoing waves atzB. In partitioned form we see that the two fundamental
matrices are connected by the reflection and transmission properties of the region
(zB, zC) appearing inQ(zB, zC). Thus

WUC(zA) = WUB(zA)TBCU − {WDB(zA) + WUB(zA)RBCD }(TBCD )−1RBCU ,

WDC(zA) = {WDB(zA) + WUB(zA)RBCD }(TBCD )−1, (6.7)
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6.1 Reflection and transmission matrices for composite regions

with corresponding forms for traction components.
Consider now imposing a free-surface boundary condition atz = zA, from (5.63)

the upward reflection matrix betweenzC at the free surface is

RfCU = −TTT−1
DC(zA)TTTUC(zA), (6.8)

in terms of the traction components ofBVC. If we now substitute forBVC in terms
of BVB and the ‘BC’ reflection and transmission matrices, we have

RfCU = TBCD {TTTDB(zA) + TTTUB(zA)RBCD }−1TTTUB(zA)TBCU + RBCU , (6.9)

so that from (6.8)

RfCU = RBCU + TBCD RfBU [I − RBCD RfBU ]−1TBCU . (6.10)

This addition relation has just the same form as our previous relation for upward
matrices (6.4). The structure of the addition relations for reflection will be the same
for all boundary conditions on the seismic field such that a linear combination
of displacement and traction vanishes at some depth. The calculation of the
corresponding reflection matrices requires the evaluation of an expression like (6.8)
with TTT replaced by some other combination of displacement and traction. Since the
same linear operator will be applied to both sides of (6.7) we see that we will always
extract a reverberation operator from the expression in braces (cf. 6.10).

When we require the free-surface traction to vanish we get a further
generalisation of the addition rule for transmission, since the surface displacement
WfC
U may be represented as

WfC
U = WfB

U [I − RBCD RfBU ]−1TBCU , (6.11)

when we use (2.68), and this has the same form as (6.4) for upward transmission.
A particularly useful form for this displacement operator is obtained if we bring

zB to lie just beneath the free surface(z = 0)

WfC
U = WF[I − R0CD RF]

−1T0CU , (6.12)

where WF = mU0 + mD0RF, in terms of the partitions ofD(0+). This
displacement operator plays an important role in the expressions for the response
of a half space to excitation by a buried source, as we shall see in Section 7.3.

6.1.3 Interpretation of addition rules

The addition rules (6.3), (6.4) enable us to construct the overall reflection and
transmission matrices for a region ‘AC’ but we have yet to give any physical
interpretation to the way in which the properties of the regions ‘AB’ and ‘BC’
are combined.

As an illustration we take the downward matrices

TACD = TBCD [I − RABU RBCD ]−1TABD ,

RACD = RABD + TABU RBCD [I − RABU RBCD ]−1TABD ;
(6.13)
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Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of the first few terms of the expansion of the addition
rules for reflection and transmission matrices: showing the interactions with the regions
‘AB’ and ‘BC’.

where the properties of the upper and lower regions are coupled through the action
of the matrix inverse[I − RABU RBCD ]−1.

For SHwavesRABU RBCD is just a product of reflection coefficients

RABU RBCD = (RHHU )(RHHD ), (6.14)

where for simplicity we have dropped the superscriptsAB, BC. For P-SVwaves
the matrix product generates

RABD RBCD =

(
RPPU RPPD + RPSU RSPD RPPU RPSD + RPSU RSSD

RSPU RPPD + RSSU RSPD RSPU RPSD + RSSU RSSU

)
, (6.15)

and each of the components represents a physically feasible combination of
reflection elements.

When we make a direct evaluation of the inverse[I − RABU RBCD ]−1 in terms of
the determinant and the matrix adjugate we run into difficulties in all coupled wave
cases. For example in the expansion of the determinant forP-SVwaves we generate
the reflection combinations

RSPU RPSD RPSU RSPD , RPPU RPPD RSSU RSSD , (6.16)

which because of the switch in wavetype cannot be acheived by any physical
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6.1 Reflection and transmission matrices for composite regions

process (Cisternas, Betancourt & Leiva, 1973). The difficulty may be resolved
if instead we make a series expansion of the matrix inverse as

[I − RABU RBCD ]−1 = I + RABU RBCD + RABU RBCD RABU RBCD + ... , (6.17)

for which all the combinations of interactions are physically feasible. With the
expansion of this inverse, the downward reflection and transmission matrices have
the representation

RACD = RABD + TABU RBCD TABD + TABU RBCD RABU RBCD TABD + ... ,

TACD = TBCD TABD + TBCD RABU RBCD TABD + ... ,
(6.18)

and higher terms in these series involve further powers ofRABU RBCD .
The sequences (6.18) are illustrated schematically in figure 6.1 where we have

envisaged some incident downward travelling wave atzA giving rise to both
reflection and transmission terms. The physical content of each of the terms in
(6.17) can be found by reading it from right to left.

For the reflection series,RABD is just the reflection matrix for the region ‘AB’
in isolation. The second termTABU RBCD TABD represents waves which have been
transmitted through the upper region and then been reflected by the region ‘BC’
and finally transmitted back through the upper zone. InTABU RBCD RABU RBCD TABD we
have the same set of interactions as in the previous term but in addition we include
waves reflected down from the upper region tozB and then reflected back from the
region ‘BC’ before passage tozA. The higher terms in the series include further
internal interactions between the zones ‘AB’ and ‘BC’. The total response (6.3)
includes all these internal reverberations so that we refer to[I − RABU RBCD ]−1 as the
reverberationoperator for the region ‘AC’.

A similar pattern can be seen in the transmission series (6.18). The first term
TBCD TABD corresponds to direct transmission down through the entire region ‘AC’.
The second and higher terms in the series include successive internal reverberations
represented by the powers ofRABU RBCD .

With this interpretation of the reverberation operator we see that if we truncate
the expansion of[I − RABU RBCD ]−1 to M + 1 terms, we will includeM internal
reverberations in our approximations (6.18) forRACD , TACD . If these reflection and
transmission quantities are themselves used in a further application of the addition
rule, the possible internal reverberations are cumulative and a maximum ofnM

such legs can occur,wheren is the number of timesRACD or TACD appears in a full
expansion of the response.

Truncated expansions have been used to study multiple reflections and to limit
attention to portions of the seismic wave field by Kennett (1975,1979a) and Stephen
(1977). For studies of complex multiples it is particularly convenient to suppress
all internal reverberations in a region by using the approximation

0RACD = RABD + TABU RBCD TABD . (6.19)
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With only a single internal reverberation allowed we have

1RACD = RABD + TABU RBCD [I + RABU RBCD ]TABD , (6.20)

and when the full reverberation sequence is included with the matrix inverse

RACD = RABD + TABU RBCD [I − RABU RBCD ]−1TABD . (6.21)

The same combination of terms appear in (6.20),(6.21) and forP-SV waves we
have only a 2× 2 matrix inverse to calculate. When more than a single internal
interaction within ‘AC’ is desired, it is therefore more convenient, and efficient, to
compute the full response (6.21).

In the discussion above we have allowed for the possibility of conversion
betweenP and SV waves during reflection from the regions ‘AB’ and ‘BC’. If
such reflections are negligible, the reverberation operator essentially factors into
separate operators forP andSVwaves:

[I − RABU RBCD ]−1 ≈
[
[1− RABU RBCD ]−1PP 0

0 [1− RABU RBCD ]−1SS

]
. (6.22)

The situation is more complex if conversion is likely in only the region ‘AB’,
since there will now be partial coupling betweenP andSV internal multiples. The
reverberation sequence for each wave type will be modified by the presence of
contributions arising from converted multiples of the type: RPS

U RSSD RPSU RPPD .

6.2 Reflection from a stack of uniform layers

The absence of reflections from within any uniform layer means that the reflection
matrix for a stack of uniform matrix depends heavily on the interface coefficients.
Transmission through the layers gives phase terms which modulate the interface
effects. For a stack of uniform layers the addition rules introduced in the previous
section may be used to construct the reflection and transmission matrices in a
two-stage recursive process. The phase delays through a layer and the interface
terms are introduced alternately.

6.2.1 Recursive construction scheme

Consider a uniform layer inz1 < z < z2 overlying a pile of such layers inz2 <
z < z3. We suppose the reflection and transmission matrices atz2− just into the
layer are known and write e.g.

RD(z2−) = RD(z2−, z3+) (6.23)
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6.2 Reflection from a stack of uniform layers

We may then add in the phase terms corresponding to transmission through the
uniform layer using the addition rule and (5.49), to calculate the reflection and
transmission matrices just below the interface atz1+. Thus

RD(z1+) = EEE12DRD(z2−)EEE12D

TD(z1+) = TD(z2−)EEE12D

TU(z1+) = EEE12DTU(z2−)

(6.24)

whereEEE12D is the phase income for downward propagation through the layer (3.45).
A further application of the addition rules allows us to include the reflection and

transmission matrices for the interfacez1, e.g.,

R1D = RD(z1−, z1+). (6.25)

The downward reflection and transmission matrices just above thez1 interface
depend on the interface terms and the previously calculated downward quantities

RD(z1−) = R1D + T1URD(z1+)[1− R1URD(z1+)]−1T1D,

TD(z1−) = TD(z1+)[1− R1URD(z1+)]−1T1D,
(6.26)

The upward matrices take a less simple form since we are in effect adding on a
layer at the most complex level of the wave propagation system

RU(z1−) = RU(z2−) + TD(z1+)R1U[1− RD(z1+)R1U]−1TU(z1+),

TU(z1−) = T1U[1− RD(z1+)R1U]−1TU(z1+).
(6.27)

If desired, truncated reverberation sequences can be substituted for the matrix
inverses to give restricted, approximate results.

These two applications of the addition rule may be used recursively to calculate
the overall reflection and transmission matrices. We start at the base of the layering
at z3 and calculate the interfacial matrices e.g.R3D which will also beRD(z3−).
We use (6.24) to step the stack reflection and transmission matrices to the top of the
lowest layer in the stack. Then we use the interfacial addition relations (6.26)-(6.27)
to bring the stack matrices to the upper side of this interface. The cycle (6.24)
followed by (6.26)-(6.27) allows us to work up the stack, a layer at a time, for an
arbitrary number of layers.

For the downward matricesRD, TD (6.24), (6.26) require only downward stack
matrices to be held during the calculation. When upward matrices are needed it is
often more convenient to calculate them separately starting at the top of the layering
and working down a layer at a time. The resulting construction scheme has a similar
structure to (6.24), (6.26) and is easily adapted to free-surface reflection matrices
by starting with free-surface coefficients rather than those for an interface.

At fixed slownessp all the interfacial matricesRiD, TiD, etc. are frequency
independent so that at each layer step frequency dependence enters via the phase
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termEEE12D . If the interfacial coefficients are stored, calculations may be performed
rapidly at many frequencies for one slownessp.

When waves go evanescent in any layer our choice of branch cut for the vertical
slownessqα, qβ mean that the terms inEEE12D are such that

exp{iωqα(z2 − z1)} = exp{−ω|qα|(z2 − z1)} (6.28)

whenq2α < 0. We always havez2 > z1 and so no exponential terms which grow
with frequency will appear. This means that the recursive scheme is numerically
stable even at high frequencies.

The scalar versions of the recursive forms for downward reflection and
transmission coefficients have been known for a long time and are widely used in
acoustics and physical optics. The extension to coupled waves seems first to have
been used in plasma studies (e.g., Altman & Cory, 1969) and was independently
derived for the seismic case by Kennett (1974).

6.2.2 Comparison between recursive and propagator methods

For a stack of uniform layers we may also use the analytic form of the
stress-displacement propagator (3.42) in each layer and then find the reflection
and transmission coefficients for the entire stack from the overall wave-propagator
(5.11). The elements of the propagator depend on, for example,Cα = cosωqαh.
When all wave types are propagating throughout the stack the propagator approach
is very effective and for perfectly elastic media offers the advantage of working
with real quantities.

Once waves become evanescent in any part of the layering the direct propagator
approach is less effective. In the recursive scheme we can avoid any exponentially
growing terms and so these must be absent in any representation of the reflection
coefficients. However for evanescentP waves, for example,Cα = coshω|qα|h

and the growing exponentials must cancel in the final calculation of the reflection
coefficients. With finite accuracy computations the cancellation is not complete
since the growing exponentials swamp the significant part of the calculation.
Compared with this problem the complex arithmetic needed for the recursive
scheme seems a small handicap.

The difficulty with the propagator method can be removed by working directly
with the minors which appear in the reflection coefficients (Molotkov, 1961;
Dunkin, 1965). Unfortunately for transmission coefficients some difficulties still
arise since individual matrix elements are needed as well as a minor (Fuchs,
1968; Cerveny, 1974). An efficient computational procedure for the minor matrix
method has been given by Kind (1976). An alternative development which aims to
minimize the computational effort depending on the character of the solution has
been given by Abo-Zena (1979).

Comparable numerical instability problems associated with growing solutions
of the differential equations occur in the construction of propagator matrices by
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Figure 6.2. Division of a piecewise smooth medium into gradient zoneszA < z < zB−,
zB+ < z < zC bordered by uniform media and an interface atzB between uniform media.

direct numerical integration of the governing equations (2.26). Once again these
difficulties can be cured by working directly in terms of minors (Gilbert & Backus,
1966; Takeuchi & Saito, 1972). However, since ratios of minors are really the
quantities of interest, Abramovici (1968) has worked with the non-linear Ricatti
differential equations for these ratios and found the same benefits as with the
recursive approach to reflection matrix calculation.

For a fully anisotropic medium the propagator matrix itself is a 6×6 matrix and
suffers from the same numerical difficulties as in the isotropic case. Once again it
is possible to work with minor matrices but now we have a 27×27 matrix of 3×3
minors to be manipulated, which is rather inconvenient. The recursive method, on
the other hand, involves only products and inverses of 3×3 matrices and proves to
be very effective for this anisotropic case (Booth & Crampin, 1981).

6.3 Reflection matrices for piecewise smooth models.

We have just seen how we can make a recursive development for the reflection
and transmission properties of a stack of uniform layers. For much of the earth
a more appropriate representation of the wavespeed distribution is to take regions
of smoothly varying properties interrupted by only a few major discontinuities.
Such a model can be approximated by a fine cascade of uniform layers but then
the process of continuous refraction by parameter gradients is represented by high
order multiple reflections within the uniform layers. With a large number of such
layers the computational cost can be very high.

Fortunately we can adopt a more direct approach by using a model composed of
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gradient zones (figure 6.2). Following Kennett & Illingworth (1981) we split the
stratification into interfaces at which there is a discontinuity in elastic parameter
or parameter gradients and zones of parameter gradients sandwiched between
uniform media. We once again make a two-stage recursion, with alternate interface
and propagation cycles, but now the transmission delays for a uniform layer are
replaced by the reflection and transmission effects of a gradient zone.

6.3.1 Reflection from a gradient zone

We consider a region(zA, zB) in which the wavespeeds increase uniformly with
depth. In order to construct reflection and transmission matrices for this zone we
weld on uniform half spaces atzA andzB. Although we have continuity in the
elastic parameters atzA andzB, there will normally be a discontinuity in parameter
gradient at these boundaries.

We now build the wave-propagator for(zA, zB) from the fundamental matrixBI
we constructed for a smoothly varying medium in Section 3.3.2, so that

Q(zA, zB) = D−1(zA)BI(zA)B−1
I (zB)D(zB) (6.29)

In order to emphasise the asymptotic relation ofBI to up and downgoing waves we
combine the representations (3.102), (3.107) and (3.110) and then

Q(zA, zB) = D−1(zA)DDD(zA)

EEE(zA)L(zA; zr)L−1(zB; zr)EEE
−1(zB)

DDD−1(zB)D(zB). (6.30)

The wave-propagatorQ may be factored into the terms governing the entry and
exit of plane waves from the gradient zoneD−1(zA)DDD(zA), DDD−1(zB)D(zB) and the
matrix

F(zA, zB) = EEE(zA)L(zA, zB; zr)EEE
−1(zB), (6.31)

which represents all the propagation characteristics within the gradient zone. The
phase terms arise from the Airy function terms inEEE(zA) and EEE(zB) and the
interaction sequence for the entire gradient zone

L(zA, zB; zr) = L(zA; zr)L−1(zB; zr). (6.32)

Herezr is the reference level from which the arguments of the Airy functions are
calculated.L can, in principle, be found from the interaction series (3.96) to any
required order of interaction with(zA, zB). EEE(zA) andEEE(zB) are diagonal matrices
which for P-SV waves are organised into blocks by wave type. The interaction
series forL begins with the unit matrix and if all subsequent contributions are
neglected,P andS waves appear to propagate independently within the gradient
zone (cf. 3.101). Once the higher terms in the interaction series are included,
the P andSV wave components with slownessp are coupled together. When the
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6.3 Reflection matrices for piecewise smooth models.

wavespeeds vary slowly with depth, this coupling is weak at moderate frequencies
(Richards, 1974).

At the limits of the gradient zone we have introduced discontinuities in
wavespeed gradient, andD−1(zA)DDD(zA) depends on the difference between the
generalized slownesses for the gradient zoneηu,d(ω,p, zA) and the corresponding
radicals in the uniform region. ForSHwaves,

D−1(zA)DDD(zA) = GGGβ(zA) = ρεβ

[
qβ + ηβu qβ − ηβd
qβ − ηβu qβ + ηβd

]
. (6.33)

For P-SVwaves we have to take account of the differing organisation ofDDD andD;
we have arrangedDDD by wave type andD by up and downgoing wave character.
Thus

D−1
P (zA)DDDP(zA) = ΞΞΞ

[
GGGα 000

000 GGGβ

]
, (6.34)

whereΞΞΞ is the matrix introduced in (3.118), to connect fundamentalB matrices
organised by wave type or asymptotic character. We see from (6.34) that the
interface terms do not coupleP andSVwaves.

The wave-propagatorQ may be expressed in terms of the interface matricesG
as

Q(zA, zB) = ΞΞΞG(zA)F(zA, zB)G−1(zB)ΞΞΞ. (6.35)

for SH waves we takeΞΞΞ to be the unit matrix. The matricesG, F are organised by
wave type but under similarity transformationΞΞΞFΞΞΞ takes the form

ΞΞΞFΞΞΞ = F̄ =

[
Fuu Fud

Fud Fdd

]
, (6.36)

and in the asymptotic regime far from turning points, at least, the new partitions
connect up and downgoing elements rather than a single wave type. SinceΞΞΞ is its
own inverse, we can recast (6.35) into the form

Q(zA, zB) = ΞΞΞG(zA)ΞΞΞ.ΞΞΞF(zA, zB)ΞΞΞ.ΞΞΞG−1(zB)ΞΞΞ,

= Ḡ(zA)F̄(zA, zB)Ḡ−1(zB), (6.37)

and each of the factors in (6.37) have a strong resemblance to wave-propagators.
For each of these matrices we introduce a set ofgeneralizedreflection and

transmission matricesrd, td etc. such that

Ḡ(zA) =

[
tGu − rGd (tGd )−1rGu rGd (tGd )−1

−(tGd )−1rGu (tGd )−1

]
. (6.38)

The generalized elements for a matrix productḠF̄ can be determined by an
extension of the addition rules (6.3), (6.4), for example

rGFd = rGd + tGu rFd[I − rGu rFd]
−1tGd . (6.39)
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The reflection and transmission matricesRABD , TABD etc. for the whole gradient
zone(zA, zB) can therefore be built up from therd, td matrices for the factors of
the wave-propagator.

For the interface matrix̄G, the generalized elementsrGd , rGu have a simple form:
for SHwaves

rGd |HH = (qβ − ηβd)/(qβ + ηβd),

rGu |HH = (ηβu − qβ)/(qβ + ηβd),

tGu tGd |HH = 2qβ(ηβu + ηβd)/(qβ + ηβd)
2.

(6.40)

The individual transmission terms are not symmetric becauseDDD is not normalised in
the same way asD. SinceḠ does not coupleP andSVwaves, theSS elements ofrd
etc. are equal to theHH elements and thePP elements are obtained by exchanging
α for β. The reflection terms depend on the off-diagonal parts ofGGGα,GGGβ. We recall
thatηβu,d depend on the wavespeed distribution within the gradient zone and so
the reflections should not be envisaged as just occurring atzA.

In order to give a good approximation for the phase matrixEEE it is convenient
to extrapolate the wavespeed distribution outside the gradient zone until turning
points are reached and then to calculate the phase delaysτα andτβ from theP and
Swave turning levels. When these turning points lie well outside the gradient zone
(zA, zB), the generalized vertical slownessesηβu,d tend asymptotically toqβ and
soGGGβ tends to a diagonal matrix. In this asymptotic regime there will therefore
be no reflection associated with the discontinuities in wavespeed gradient. When
turning levels lie close tozA or zB, the differences(ηβu,d−qβ) become significant
and noticeable reflected waves can occur as in the work of Doornbos (1981).

The nature of the generalized reflection and transmission termsrFd, tFd associated
with the propagation matrix within the gradient zoneF̄(zA, zB) depends strongly
on the locations ofP andSwave turning points relative to the gradient zone.

(a) Above all turning points:
For slownessesp such that bothP and S wave turning points lie belowzB, we
use the propagating forms Ej, Fj for the Airy function entries at bothzA and
zB. We splitEEE(zA) andEEE(zB) into the parts which asymptotically have upgoing
wave character(eeeAu , eee

B
u) and downgoing character(eeeAd , eee

B
d). Theeeeu,d matrices are

diagonal and the total propagation term̄F(zA, zB) may be expressed in partitioned
form as

F̄(zA, zB) =

[
eeeAu 000

000 eeeAd

][
I + LLLuu LLLud

LLLdu I + LLLdd

][
(eeeBu)

−1 000

000 (eeeBd)
−1

]
, (6.41)

with a reordered interaction term̄L . The relatively simple structure of (6.32)
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6.3 Reflection matrices for piecewise smooth models.

means that we can relate therFd, tFd terms directly to those derived solely from
the interaction series̄L : (rLd, t

L
d). Thus

tFd = (eeeBd)t
L
d(eee

A
d )−1, tFu = (eeeAu )tLu(eee

B
u)

−1,

rFd = (eeeAu )rLd(eee
A
d )−1, rFu = (eeeBd)r

L
u(eee

B
u)

−1.
(6.42)

When the interaction matrix̄L departs significantly from the unit matrix, it is
preferable to constructrLd, tLd directly, rather than first calculatēL . Kennett &
Illingworth (1981) have shown howrLd, tLd can be calculated by numerical solution
of a coupled set of matrix Ricatti equations. This problem has good numerical
stability and is simpler than calculating many terms in the interaction series.

If the contributionsLLLuu, LLLud etc. are small, the generalized reflection and
transmission elements are given to first order by

tLd = I − LLLdd, tLu = I + LLLuu,

rLd = LLLud, rLu = −LLLdu.
(6.43)

We will illustrate these relations for theSH wave case, by making use of our
previous expressions (3.98)-(3.100) for the kernel in the interaction series (3.95).
From (3.98) we see thatLLLuu has the opposite sign toLLLdd, so that the transmission
terms have the same character. In the asymptotic regime far above theS wave
turning point

tLd|HH ∼ 1, tLu|HH ∼ 1,

rLd|HH ∼

∫ zB
zA

dζγH(ζ)e−2iωτβ(ζ),

rLu|HH ∼

∫ zB
zA

dζγH(ζ)e2iωτβ(ζ).

(6.44)

When we add in the phase terms atzA, zB via theeeeAu , eeeBd matrices to constructrFd,
tFd etc. we can recognise (6.44) as corresponding to first order reflections from the
parameter gradients. For a thin slab of thickness∆z, the approximateSH reflection
coefficient will have magnitudeγH∆z.

ForP-SVwaves the matricesLLLuu, LLLdu, LLLud, LLLdd lead to coupling betweenP and
Swaves. TheSS elements have the same structure as (6.44) withγH replaced by
γS; thePP elements haveγP in place ofγH and also theP wave phase delayτα
must be used. To this same first order asymptotic approximation

tLd|PS ∼ −i
∫ zB
zA

dζγT (ζ)e
iω(τβ(ζ)−τα(ζ)),

rLd|PS ∼ −

∫ zB
zA

dζγR(ζ)e
iω(τβ(ζ)+τα(ζ)).

(6.45)

The upgoing elements have the opposite phase. These terms lead to a transfer
betweenP andSwaves, of the same slownessp, as they traverse the gradient zone.
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These first order asymptotic results are equivalent to those discussed by
Chapman (1974a) and Richards & Frasier (1976) based on the use of the
WKBJ approximation. For moderate gradients the latter authors have shown that
significant conversion of wave types can be generated by the coupling terms (6.45).

When the asymptotic limit is not appropriate, the first order approximation may
still be used but the expressions forrLd, tLd have a more complex form in terms of
the Airy function entries Ej, Fj.

Once we have constructedrFd, tFd the reflection and transmission matricesRABD ,
TABD for the whole gradient zone can be found by successive applications of the
addition rules (6.3), (6.4) for therd, td matrices. We start by adding the matrices
corresponding tōF(zA, zB) to those forḠ−1(zB) and then the effect of̄G(zA) is
added to these composite matrices.

(b) Below all turning points:
When the turning points for bothP and S waves lie abovezA, we adopt the
phase termŝEEE in terms of the Airy functions entries Bj, Aj. At the interfaces the
generalized slownesseŝηu,d will now appear. The analysis for the propagation
effects parallels the purely propagating results, but in the asymptotic results
exp(iωτ) is replaced by exp(−ω|τ|). Direct calculation ofrLd for strong gradients
avoids numerical stability problems due to growing exponential terms.

(c) Turning points:
When the slownessp is such that turning points for eitherP or S waves occur
within the zone(zA, zB), we have to take account of the differences in the nature
of the wavefield at the top and bottom of the gradient zone. AtzA we would wish
to use the propagating elements for the wave type which has the turning point.
Whilst atzB a better description is provided by using the evanescent forms.

We therefore split the gradient zone at the turning levelzr. We use the terms for
propagating waves in the fundamentalB matrix abovezr. In the region belowzr
we take the fundamental matrix̂B with the appropriate terms for evanescence. The
wave-propagator can then be built up using the chain rule as

Q(zA, zB) = D−1(zA)B(zA)B−1(zr)B̂(zr)B̂−1(zB)D(zB),

= D−1(zA)B(zA)HB̂−1(zB)D(zB). (6.46)

The coupling matrixH arises from the differing functional forms ofB, B̂. The
particular form ofH depends, as we shall see, on the character of the turning point.

With the split representation within the gradient zone we will use different forms
for the interface matricesG(zA), Ĝ(zB) at the top and bottom of the zone. Taking
zr as the reference level for Airy function arguments, the propagation effects within
the gradient zone are represented by

F(zA, zB) = EEE(zA)L(zA; zr)HL̂−1(zB; zr)ÊEE
−1

(z), (6.47)
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and now the principal contribution to reflection from the zone will come from the
presence of the coupling matrixH.

The simplest situation is provided by a turning point forSHwaves. The coupling
matrix has the explicit form

hhh = EEE−1
β (zr)C−1

H (zr)CH(zr)ÊEEβ(zr), (6.48)

in terms of the full phase matrices (3.75), (3.81). There is continuity of material
properties atzr and so

hhh = EEE−1
β (zr)ÊEEβ(zr) = 2−1/2

[
eiπ/4 e−iπ/4

e−iπ/4 eiπ/4

]
. (6.49)

If we neglect all gradient contributions by comparison with the coupling termhhh
(i.e. takeL andL̂ to be unit matrices) we have the approximate propagation matrix

F0(zA, zB) = EEEβ(zA)hhhÊEE
−1
β (zB). (6.50)

The matrix hhh accounts for total internal reflection at the turning point. The
generalized reflection and transmission elements forF0 are then

rF0
d |HH = Ejβ(zA)e−iπ/2[Fjβ(zA)]−1

tF0
d |HH =

√
2Ajβ(zB)e−iπ/4[Fjβ(zA)]−1,

rF0
u |HH = Ajβ(zB)eiπ/2[Bjβ(zB)]

−1,

tF0
u |HH =

√
2Ejβ(zA)eiπ/4[Bjβ(zB)]

−1.

(6.51)

All these elements are well behaved numerically since the only exponentially
increasing term Bjβ appears as an inverse.

When the limits of the gradient zone lie well away from the turning point we may
make an asymptotic approximation to the Airy functions. We obtain the ‘full-wave’
approximation to the reflection (see, e.g., Budden, 1961)

rF0
d |HH ∼ exp{2iω

∫zr
zA

dζqβ(ζ) − iπ/2}. (6.52)

This corresponds to complete reflection with a phase shift ofπ/2 compared with
the phase delay for propagation down to the turning level and back. This simple
result forms the basis of much further work which seeks to extend ray theory (e.g.,
Richards, 1973; Chapman, 1978). The approximation will be most effective at
high frequencies; and, for neglect of the interaction terms, requires only slight
wavespeed gradients throughout(zA, zB). The corresponding approximation in
transmission is

tF0
d |HH ∼

1√
2

exp{iω
∫ zr
zA

dζqβ(ζ) − iπ/4} exp{−ω
∫zB
zr

dζ |qβ(ζ)|}, (6.53)

illustrating the damping ofSHwaves below the turning level.
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For theP-SVwave system the situation is more complicated since we now have
the possibility of bothP andSwave turning levels.

With just aP wave turning point atzr, we would choose to build the phase matrix
abovezr from the propagating formsEEEα andEEEβ. Belowzr we would takêEEEα and
EEEβ, with the result that the coupling matrixH is given by

H =

[
EEE−1
α 000

000 EEE−1
β

][
ÊEEα 000

000 EEEβ

]
=

[
hhh 000

000 III

]
, (6.54)

wherehhh was introduced in (6.40). The reflection and transmission elements for the
propagation matrixF will be determined by the character of

ΞΞΞL(zA; zr)HL̂−1(zB; zr)ΞΞΞ, (6.55)

which includes total reflection ofP waves atzr and coupling betweenP and S
waves away from the turning level. When the wavespeed gradients are weak the
coupling matrixH will dominate and we will have almost independent propagation
of P andSV waves. ThePP reflection and transmission elements will therefore
have the form (6.51) withβ replaced byα. TheSS coefficient will have the form
discussed above for propagating waves.

When the turning point forP waves lies abovezA we have evanescent character
for P throughout(zA, zB). The character of theSwave phase terms will now need
to be modified across theS wave turning level atzr. The corresponding coupling
matrix is

H =

[
ÊEE

−1
α 000

000 EEE−1
β

][
ÊEEα 000

000 ÊEEβ

]
=

[
III 000

000 hhh

]
, (6.56)

In these circumstances there is normally only a very small reflection or transmission
contribution from the evanescentP waves and coupling betweenP andSVwaves is
negligible. TheSS coefficients will therefore match theHH coefficients in (6.51).

When bothP andSwave turning points occur within the same gradient zone we
split the calculation at both turning levels, but then we have to be rather careful
about the nature of the coupling terms (Kennett & Illingworth, 1981). For realistic
earth models theP and S wave turning levels are widely separated and so the
dominant contributions will correspond to isolated turning levels.

In this discussion we have assumed that bothP andSwavespeeds increase with
depth, so thatsα and sβ are positive. If either wavespeed is actually smoothly
decreasing with depth we have a similar development with the roles of up and
downgoing waves interchanged for that wave type.

The approach we have used in this section has been based on a high frequency
approximation to the seismic wavefield in terms of Airy functions with arguments
determined by the delay timesτ in the model. A comparable development may
be made for spherical stratification (Richards, 1976; Woodhouse, 1978) and the
leading order approximation will be essentially the same since the flattening
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transformation (1.29) preserves delay times. To this level of approximation, it
therefore makes no real difference whether we work with spherical stratification
or a flattened wavespeed distribution. The structure of the correction terms inL
will differ between the two cases, since there is additional frequency dependence
in the spherical case, and there appears to be no density transformation which is
optimum for bothP andSVwaves (Chapman, 1973).

6.3.2 Recursive construction scheme

For a model composed of smooth gradient zones interrupted by discontinuities in
the elastic parameters or their gradients, we can build up the overall reflection and
transmission matrices by a recursive application of the addition rules.

We suppose that the model is ultimately underlain by a uniform half space inz >

zC with continuity of elastic properties atzC (figure 6.2). We start the calculation
from this level and consider the overlying gradient zone in(zB+, zC), extended
above by a uniform half space with the properties atzB+, just below the next higher
interface. For this region we construct the downward reflection and transmission
matricesRB+C

D , TB+C
D by successive applications of the addition rules for therd, td

matrices introduced in the previous section.RB+C
D , TB+C

D can then be recognised
as the reflection and transmission matrices as seen from a uniform half space at
zB+: RD(zB+), TD(zB+).

The effect of the interface can then be introduced, as in the uniform layer scheme,
by adding in the interface matricesRBD, TBD etc. for an interface between two
uniform media. This yields the reflection and transmission matrices as seen atzB−

so that, for example,

RD(zB−) = RBD + TBURD(zB+)[I − RBURD(zB+)]−1TBD. (6.57)

The calculation can then be incremented to the top of the next gradient zone
zA by introducing the reflection and transmission effects of the region(zA, zB−).
These may be calculated, as before, by an inner recursion over therd, td matrices
for the gradient factors. Whereas in the uniform layer case only phase delays
were involved, for a gradient zone all the matricesRAB−

D , RAB−
U , TAB−

D , TAB−
U

are needed.
The reflection and transmission matrices for the region belowzA will then be

derived from the matricesRD(zB−), TD(zB−) as

RD(zA) = RAB−
D + TAB−

U RD(zB−)[I − RAB−
U RD(zB−)]−1TAB−

D ,

TD(zA) = TD(zB−)[I − RAB−
U RD(zB−)]−1TAB−

D .
(6.58)

If there is a further interface atzA we once again add in the interface matrices via
the addition rule, and then continue the calculation through the next gradient zone.

Over the main structural elements we have a two-stage recursion over interfaces
and gradient zones to build the overall reflection and transmission matrices. The
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reflection elements for the gradients are themselves found by recursive application
of the same addition rules on thegeneralizedcoefficients.

A useful property of this approach to calculating the reflection properties is that
we can separate the effect of an interface from the structure surrounding it.

At a discontinuity in parameter gradients, the elastic parameters are continuous
and so the interface reflection matrices will vanish and the transmission matrices
will just be the unit matrix. In the overall reflection matrix the effect of
the discontinuity will appear from the contributions ofDDD−1(zB−)D(zB) and
D−1(zB)DDD(zB+) to the reflection properties of the regions above and below the
interface. We construct the discontinuity in gradient by superimposing the effect
of the transition from the gradients on either side of the interface into a uniform
medium. The procedure may be visualised by shrinking the jump in properties
acrosszB in figure 6.2 to zero.

An alternative development to the one we have just described may be obtained
by forming the wave-propagator for the entire region, for example for figure 6.2.

Q(zA, zC) = D−1(zA)DDD(zA)

F(zA, zB−)DDD−1(zB−)DDD(zB+)F(zB+, zC)

DDD−1(zC)D(zC). (6.59)

The overall reflection and transmission matrices can be constructed by using the
addition rule to bring in alternately the effects of interfaces and propagation using
the generalizedmatrices. AtzB the generalized interface coefficients are found
from

ΞΞΞDDD−1(zB−)DDD(z+)ΞΞΞ (6.60)

and depend on frequencyω as well as slownessp. Such generalized coefficients
have been used by Richards (1976), Cormier & Richards (1977) and Choy (1977),
when allowing for gradients near the core-mantle boundary.

Computationally there is little to choose between recursive schemes based on
(6.57) and (6.58), and a comparable development from (6.59). The first scheme has
the merit that the intermediate results at each stage are themselves reflection and
transmission matrices.

6.3.3 Gradient zone calculations

The calculation scheme for the reflection and transmission matrices which we have
described is based on building a fundamental matrix from Airy functions which
provide a uniform asymptotic approximation across a single turning point.

When there are two close turning points we no longer have a uniform
approximation to the full response. This situation will occur in the presence
of a wavespeed inversion. For a slownessp lying within the range of values
corresponding to the inversion there will be three turning levels at which, e.g.,
p = β−1(z). The shallowest will depend on the structure outside the inversion.
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As the slowness increases to the maximum in the inversion, the two deeper turning
levels tend towards coalescence. For our purposes the nearness of turning points
depends on the size of the Airy function arguments, and so problems are more
severe at low frequencies. For perfectly elastic models the unitarity relations
for reflection and transmission coefficients, discussed in the appendix to Chapter
5, provide a check on the accuracy of any approximation. Numerical studies
by Kennett & Illingworth (1981) have shown that for a very narrow band of
slownesses, corresponding to the minimum wavespeeds in the inversion, there can
be significant error with the Airy function treatment.

Within such an inversion a uniform asymptotic treatment can be achieved by
building the phase matrixE from parabolic cylinder function entries (Woodhouse,
1978). When an inversion is the dominant feature of the model, as in the oceanic
sound speed profile, the more accurate treatment is essential (Ahluwahlia & Keller,
1977).

Even when we only need to consider a single turning point at a time we
can economise on computational effort by choosing the reference level for the
calculation of the phase matricesE to match the physical character of the solution.
It is for this reason that it is a good idea to extrapolate the wavespeed distribution
from a region with, say, a linear gradient to create turning points if they are not
present in the region. Any deficiences in our choice forE will mean that further
terms are needed in the interaction series.

Chapman (1981) has proposed a similar development to the one we have
discussed but for reflected waves he suggests that the reference level for Airy
function arguments should be taken at the reflection level. Unless this reflection
level is close to a turning point the phase matrixE will not have the character of the
actual fields.

The calculation of the reflection and transmission effects of a gradient zone are
greatly simplified if the interaction terms can be neglected. With a good choice of
phase matrix the contributions toL will be small for weak gradients in the elastic
parameter. Kennett & Illingworth (1981) have shown that an upper bound on the
interaction series contribution torFd for a region (zA, zB) can be found as, e.g.,

rFd|PP ≤ Cε0(zB − zA), (6.61)

whereC is a constant of order unity andε0 is an upper bound on the elements
of j (3.93). The combinationε0(zB − zA) is thus a measure of the change in the
parameter gradient terms across the zone.

Although this contribution may be small, in the absence of turning points it is
the sole reflection return from within a gradient zone. It can only be neglected
if the dominant features of the response of thewholemodel under consideration
arise from turning points and discontinuities in elastic parameters with a weaker
contribution from discontinuities in parameter gradient.

In order to try to meet these conditions Kennett & Illingworth restricted their
gradient zones so that the relative change in elastic parameters was no more than
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10 per cent. For a large portion of a model this may mean breaking the structure
into portions with separate interpolation of the wavespeed distribution in each part.
At each break a weak change in parameter gradients will be introduced and the
contribution from these features helps to compensate for the lack of interaction
terms.

When the interaction contributions are neglected, wave types propagate
independently within gradients. The only coupling ofP and SV waves occurs
at discontinuities in elastic parameters. Good results can be achieved with this
approximation, provided that care is taken to satisfy the conditions for its validity.

Combining the numerical results of Kennett & Nolet (1979) and Kennett &
Illingworth (1981), we can estimate the frequencies necessary to get only slow
change in a wavelength and thus have minimal reflection return from the structure.
For the relatively gently varying lower mantle the frequency should be greater than
0.02 Hz, but in the upper mantle the more rapid structural variation means that
away from upper mantle discontinuities we need frequencies above 0.06 Hz.

For moderate gradient zones, and at low frequencies, an improved approximation
may be made by retaining the first term in the interaction series. Richards & Frasier
(1976) have made a comparable development with the WKBJ solution and shown
the importance of conversion when the wavespeeds change rapidly with depth. If
attention is concentrated on the reflection return at small angles of incidence (as in
prospecting situations) then once again at least the first order term inL should be
retained.

When a very sharp change in elastic parameters occurs across a gradient zone,
a direct numerical solution for the elementsrLd, tLd would be needed. Commonly
such zones are approximated by a cascade of fine uniform layers or a combination
of interfaces and gradients. Calculations by Kennett & Illingworth (1981) show
that for the upper mantle discontinuities several per cent error in the reflection
coefficients can be produced by neglect of conversions in a model with only closely
spaced changes in wavespeed gradient. With a good starting approximation the
variational method of Lapwood & Hudson (1975) can be used to improve the results
for this strong gradient case.

One region in which there are known to be strong positive gradients in elastic
parameters with depth, is in the uppermost part of the sediments on the ocean
bottom. The coupling ofP andS waves by the gradients in this region has been
discussed by Fryer (1981), who has simulated the gradient zone by a sequence of
thin uniform layers, and investigated the consequence of neglect of allPS coupling
at the minor jumps in parameters introduced by the approximation scheme. For
these sediments with low shear wavespeed, the coupling process was most efficient
in convertingS waves generated at the ocean bottom back toP waves, and was
most important below 1 Hz. For higher frequencies the partial reflections from the
gradients for any individual wave type can be significant up to about 7 Hz. However
these effects are most important for small offsets from the source and cause very
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Figure 6.3. Crustal model used for reflection calculations.

little error for medium and long-range propagation (> 20 km range for a 5 km deep
ocean).

6.4 The time dependence of reflections from a stratified region

As an illustration of the techniques we have discussed in this chapter we consider
the reflection response of a simple stratified crustal model (figure 6.3).

For each slownessp we construct a complex reflection matrixRD(p,ω) for a
suite of frequenciesω. This arrangement is convenient because we can exploit
the frequency independence of the reflection and transmission coefficients at a
discontinuity in the elastic parameters. We use the recursive construction schemes
we have just described and build up the reflection matrixRD by starting from the
base of the model.

Since it is rather difficult to give an informative display of the phase behaviour
of RD(p,ω), we have constructed a temporal reflection responseŘD(p, t) by
inverting the Fourier transform over frequency. The elements ofŘD(p, t) represent
the seismograms which would be obtained by illuminating the stratification from
above with a plane wave of horizontal slownessp. Ideally we would have a delta
function in time for the plane wave form, but our computations are, of necessity,
band limited and so resolution is slightly reduced.

The model which has been used is shown in figure 6.3. It consists of a uniform
layer 2 km thick underlain by a gradient zone to 10 km depth at which there is a
small jump in elastic wavespeeds. A further linear gradient zone lies beneath this
discontinuity and extends to the Moho at 30 km depth. There is a slight wavespeed
gradient below the Moho and the model is terminated by a uniform half space. The
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Figure 6.4. a) Intercept time-slowness plot forPP reflections; b) Projective display of tem-
poral response.

main features of the response of the model are reflections from the discontinuities
and continuous refraction through the gradient zones.

In figure 6.4a we illustrate the geometrical ray characteristics of thePP

reflections for this model. We have plotted the intercept timeτ(p) for various
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reflections and refractions against slowness.τ(p) is the integrated phase delay
from the surface to the depthZp at which a ray is turned back, by reflection or
continuous refraction. For aP ray, without any conversions,

τ(p) = 2

∫Zp

0
dz qα(z). (6.62)

The τ(p) relation in figure 6.4a is shown as a solid line for the continuous
refraction in the velocity gradients. Reflections from the discontinuities at 10 km
and 30 km are indicated by chain dotted lines and from the velocity gradient jumps
at 2 km and 40 km by dashed lines. The depth of reflection is indicated in each
case. The critical points of 0.1786 s/km for the 10 km discontinuity and 0.125 s/km
for the Moho are indicated by stars.

In figure 6.4b we give a projective display of the temporal response for thePP

reflection coefficient from the crustal structure, for a zero phase wavelet with a pass
band from 0-4 Hz.

For slowness less than 0.122 s/km the dominant features are the precritical
reflections from the discontinuities. When we compare the ray times in figure 6.4a
with the amplitude display in figure 6.4b we see the rapid increase in amplitude
of the Moho reflection as the critical point (0.125 s/km) is approached. The large
amplitude at the critical point is associated with the existence of head waves along
the Moho interfae and is reinforced by the confluence of the continuous refraction
in the gradient beneath the Moho. The consequent ‘interference head wave’ is
represented by a single negative excursion at slowness 0.123 s/km in figure 6.4b.
From 0.125 s/km to 0.145 s/km we have postcritical reflection from the Moho with
a progressive change of phase in the waveform and a slight change in amplitude.
For the precritical reflection we have a band-passed delta function time dependence,
but in the post critical range we have major positive and negative excursions in the
waveform.

The onset of continuous refraction at 0.145 s/km is marked by a stabilisation
of the phase until the critical point for the 10 km discontinuity at 0.164 s/km. A
significant precritical reflection from this interface is seen at small slowness and
once again there is a rapid increase in amplitude just before the critical point (cf.
figure 5.2). Post critical reflections occupy the slowness range from 0.167 s/km to
0.1786 s/km and then we get continuous refraction in the gradient zone from 2–10
km up to 0.2 s/km.

There are no obvious reflections from the velocity gradient change at 2 km
but a small amplitude internal multiple generated by reflection, from below, at
this interface can be discerned at 10s for slowness 0.125 s/km. Theτ values
corresponding to this multiple and that generated at the 10 km interface are
indicated by a dotted line in figure 6.4a.

ThePP reflection behaviour is not strongly influenced by conversion but a small
reflected phase converted fromP to Sat the Moho and then transmitted through the
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Figure 6.5. a) Intercept time-slowness plot forPS reflections; b) Projective display of tem-
poral response.

10 km discontinuity asP parallel the main Moho reflection. This phase is indicated
by short dashed lines in figure 6.4a.

The converted (PS) reflection for this model is illustrated in figure 6.5. The
τ(p) relation for the conversions are indicated in figure 6.5a and for reference we
have repeated the majorPP phase behaviour. Conversion fromP to Soccurs at the
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discontinuities at 10 km and 30 km and we have indicated the depths of conversion
and reflection in figure 6.5a.

A projective plot of the converted behaviour is given in figure 6.5b, and we see
a number of features associated with the conversion at 10 km depth. In addition
to PS reflection from the interface we see a mirror of thePP behaviour associated
with waves which are transmitted downwards through the interface asP and then
after reflection are converted toSon upward transmission. There is also an S wave
reflection from the Moho arising from conversion at 10 km. For slowness greater
than 0.179 s/km most of the P wave energy is turned back by the velocity gradient
above the 10 km discontinuity, but a small amount of theP waves tunnel through
the evanescent region to convert into propagatingSwaves at 10 km. This portion
of thePS reflection is indicated by dots in figure 6.5a and since lower frequencies
decay less rapidly in the evanescent region these dominant in the amplitude plot in
this region.

ThePS reflection at the Moho which appeared weakly in figure 6.4b is now very
much stronger and we can see the change in character associated with theP wave
critical slowness (0.125 s/km) for the sub-Moho region.

The temporal-slowness plots we have just presented enable us to relate the
features of the reflection response directly to the nature of the velocity distribution.
If we calculate the displacements associated with an incidentP wave we will bring
together the features we have seen on thePP andPS reflections modulated by the
transformation matrixmD.

As we shall see in Section 7.3.2 the slowness-time plane plays an important
note in the slowness method of seismogram construction. For large ranges
theoretical seismograms are formed by integrating along linear trajectories through
the slowness-time map.

Appendix: Mixed solid and fluid stratification

We have hitherto confined our attention to wave propagation in stratified solids but we
also need to be able to allow for fluid zones within, or bounding the stratification. This is
necessary for oceanic regions and for the earth’s core which may be taken to behave as a
fluid.

Within the fluid regions we have no shear strength and onlyP waves propagate but at
solid-fluid boundaries we have the possibility of conversion toSV waves in the solid. No
SH wave propagation is possible within a fluid and so solid/liquid interfaces behave like a
free surface since shear stress vanishes.

For P-SVwaves we can use reflection and transmission matrices throughout the stratifi-
cation, with care as to the treatment when shear waves are absent. The simplest consistent
formalism is to maintain a2 × 2 matrix system throughout the stratification, and in fluid
regions just have a single non-zero entry, e.g.,

RD|fluid =

[
RPP

D 0
0 0

]
. (6a.1)
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If the inverse of such a reflection on transmission matrix is required it should be interpreted
as a matrix with a single inverse entry, e.g.,

T−1
D |fluid =

[
(TPP

D )−1 0
0 0

]
. (6a.2)

Within fluid stratification these reflection and transmission matrices used in the2 ×
2 matrix addition rules (6.3), (6.4) will yield the correct behaviour. When a solid-fluid
boundary is encountered, e.g., in the recursive schemes described in Sections 6.2 and 6.3,
then the interfacial reflection and transmission coefficients used must be those appropriate
to such a boundary. These forms may be obtained by a careful limiting process from the
solid-solid coefficients discussed in Section 5.1, by forcing the shear wavespeed in one of
the media to zero. With these coefficient the upward and downward transmission matrices
for the interface will have only a single non-zero row or column and link the reflection
matrices in the fluid (6.51) directly to the2× 2 forms in the solid.
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